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Abstract :

Architectural recovery and evolution of legacy systerns is a proffiising research field for the
upcoming years. Most of current research works use a bOttOrn-Up approach by developing analysis
and abstraction techniques of low level knowledge. Few recent works use a cornbined approach
(top-down and bOttOrn up) based on the ffiodeling and the exploitation of dOrnain ffiodels. This work
proposes an architectural recovery ffiethod using a cornbined approach and based on the ffiodeling
and the exploitation of "real world" knowledge. It avoids the arduous and costly dOrnain ffiodels
building. The ffiethod establishes ffiapping links between "real world" knowledge and the recovered
architectural cornponents. These links may be used to better apprehend the systeffi's evolution. This
paper describes the ffiethod steps and discusses its contributions. Ongoing works and future
perspectives are also reported.
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IntroductionI.

Nowadays rnany legacy systerns suffer from maintenance costs and inadequacy to the users'
needs. These systerns have been rnaintained for many years by different maintainers and are being
difficult to evolve. Their current state prevents them from meeting new users' requirements. Some of
these requirements correspond to new functions dictated by business efficiency. Others are prompted
by technology explosion. However, this requirements implementation faces rnany technological
handicaps related to the hardware and the software in use. For manyorganisations, it is unthinkable
to throw out the current implementation and redevelop from scratch. It is worth valuable to
investigate new technologies to extend the system's time life and permit the "year 2000" (Y2K)
transition [Bergey, 97]. It is preferable for this transition to be done according to an enhancement
and a migration to a newarchitecture, thus making advantage from new technologies such as Object
Orientation, Web, interoperability and distribution.

Architectural recovery and evolution of legacy systerns is a recently research field that have
gained rnuch interest these last few years. This is due to the fact that only analysis on the
architectural level pennits a real evolution of a system [Abowd, 97]. Modifying isolated code
fragments does not improve the systern's quaIity attributest [Kazrnan, 98]. These qualities are visible
on the architecturallevel and can not be reached by individual cornponents analysis.

Many legacy systerns do not have a documentation {user's manuals, design documents, etc.).
Their architectural recovery may use different information sources which have different reliability
degrees. Although program sources are trusted to be most reliable, other sources such as the
available documentation, the user's and the maintainer's knowledge are sometimes employed.

examples of quaIity attributes : performance, availability , security ,
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Architectural recovery may be processed in a bottom-up or a combined (top-down+bottom-
up) manner. However, a pure top-down process is used for designing new software architectures.

Bottom-up approaches start with low level knowledge (program sources, documentation, etc.)
and provide techniques to recover a system's architecture. Combined approaches, which start with
high level knowledge ("real world" knowledge, domain knowledge, etc.), produce a model of this
information and try to find model concepts instances in the system's implementation.

Bottom-up approaches are based on analysis and abstraction techniques of source code
[Abowd, 97], [lerding, 97] , [Kazrnan, 97], [Tonella, 96]. These techniques, such as program slicing,
run-time trace analysis, data-flows and control-flows analysis are closely related to human
intervention. Automatic recovery of high level abstractions is difficult [Clements, 96]. For example,
automatic recognition of algorithms is complex due to the wide variety of coding techniques and the
huge amount of code in which the algorithm may be embedded. In this case, human intervention is
necessary to map code fragments to real world and domain concepts.

A combined approach is a two phase process. First, high level knowledge is analyzed and a
model is produced. Second, program sources are explored to attempt to find instances of the
previous model concepts. Code exploration is then driven by high level concepts recognition.
Current research works [Clements, 96], [DeBaud, 95], [DeBaud, 96], [Moore, 97] focus on a
particular application domain. A model of the domain is produc ed and model concepts are searched
and located in the source code.

This paper presents a cornbined approach which makes use of the real world knowledge. This
approach avoids arduous and costly dornain ffiodels construction and can be applied to large legacy
systerns. It is supported by an information systerns meta ffiodel which represents the main

manipulated concepts.

The following section discusses the dilemma "real world" vs. "domain" model construction.
The next two sections outline the meta mode! and the architectural recovery process. Finally, the
main contributions and the perspectives are reported.

II. "Real world " vs. " domain " model construction

Bottom-up approaches are mainly using source code and rarely make use of the system
experts' , the domain experts' and the users' knowledge. This information, which exist in human
mind, is used informally; generally in the form of interactions with a reverse engineering tool. The
user emploies his knowledge to guide the reverse engineering process and construct a system's
architecture.

Most combined approaches make use of human knowledge by building domain models. The
target domain, to which the investigated system pertains, is studied and a model is produced.
However, domain models building is difficult and costly (Clements, 96]. It requires many system
experts interviews and calls for "knowledge engineers" participation to organize raw knowledge into
concepts and rules. The difficulty is also due to the models genericity and their ability to represent
the application domain independently of a given system.

Moreover, a given system may belong to many application domains (Clements, 96]. This yields
that architectural recovery by a combined approach necessitates many domain models construction.
For this reason, feasibility of combined approaches was demonstrated on small systems. Jean-Marc
DeBaud (DeBaut, 96] constructed a "Report Writing" domain model and showed that his method
permits architectural recovery and evolution of Report Writing applications. Clements et al.
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The meta model reflects this comprehension by including the system's constituents :
"components" and their interaction modes "connectors". It has been indicated that a component
may be a program sequence or a data store. A connector may be uni/bi-directional and concerns a
data or a contro} flow.
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Figure 1 : The proposed Meta-Mode}

An automated activity is implemented by ordered sequences of program chunks (executable
procedures, batch files, etc.). A product is implemented by a component.

IV. The architectural recovery method

The method is composed of three main steps. The first step consists in gathering the real world
knowledge of the information system. The second, uses the source code to automatically generate a
preliminary system's architecture. The generated architecture corresponds to a macroscopic view of
the system. The final third step scaUers the initial architecture and makes links between the real
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world knowledge and the initial architecture components. This step allows verification of the
information obtained during the first step and dictates the architecture granwarity .

IV. First step: Real world model construction

This step is driven by interviews with the system experts, the users and the domain experts. A
system expert corresponds to a person who has participated in the system design, development or
maintenance. A user is a person that frequently makes use of the system to carry out his job. A
domain expert refers to a person that masters the system's business rules. For paper's need, we refer
to one of the persons above by the "expert" qualifier.

This first step is composed of five sub-steps as follows :
1.1/ Find and analyze the activities of the main organizational unit (for whose the system is

designed)
1.2/ Detail the registered activities
1.3/ Detennine the system's goals
1.4/ Make an inventory of manipulated resources and generated products
1.5/ Enumerate the intema1/extema1 organizational units that use the system.

1.1-/ A. determination of the s stem's activities

It matters to find the activities undertaken by the main organizational unit. These activities may
be determined by interviewing the experts. Typical questions may be formulated as follows :

.What are you caring out in your organizational unit ? What are your main activities ?

.What are your asked to do ?

.Describe a scenario-type of your daily work

.Do you have weekly, monthly, quarterly or yearly j obs ?

These questions incite the expert to remember some activities. At this stage, the list may be
incomplete. However, this incompleteness is tolerated by the method.

The following example (figure 2) illustrates an activities list detennined at the D ud Cheques
Department of the Central Bank.

ACTIVITlES OF THE Dun CHEOUES SYSTEM

AT THE CENTRAL BANK

Deal with Banks Declarations
Receive a bank declaration
Integrate the declaration
Verify the declaration
Contact the bank if errors found in the declaration
Correct the integrated declaration

Correct customers data
Correct data cheques

Respond to external information requests
Receive information requests
Prepare responses to information requests
Prepare the mai} -~
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Figure 2 : Activities of the Dud Cheques System at the Central Bank

2-1 Detail the determined activities (HOW)

REPEAT
{ for each activity }
2.1/ Make an abstractJ description of the activity
2.2/ Deterrnine the activity nature: Manual, Automatic, Semi-Automatic4
2.3/ IF (Activity IS Semi-Automatic) THEN Decompose the activity

UNTIL There is no Semi-Automatic Activities

2.4/ Further activities scrutiny
-Exarnine activities sequences
-Check activities constraints

* Pre-Conditions necessary to trigger the activit y
* Post-Conditions to control the activit y achievement

31 Determine the svstem 2:oals (W HY)

3.1/ For each activity, ask the expert Ql question.
Ql : Why do you do Ajactivity ?

Establish the Determine (Goal, Activity) relationship

The interviewer's role is to correctly express the system goals and analyze their hierarchical
structure. He should pay particular attention to distinguish between actual (the existing
implementation origins) and future (users' wishes) goals.

3.2/ For each goal Gi, ask the expert Q2 question.
Q2 : What are the activities necessary to achieve the goal Gj ?

3.3/ IF (There are new activities) THEN Complete the activities list; GO TO 2/.

The following example (figure 3) illustrates the goals list of the D ud Cheques System at the
Central Bank.

3 The activity rlescription shoulrl not reflect implementation rletails such as file, database, report or program/morlule

names. Example: "Receive the floppy disk containing file FDECLARDA T" shoulrl be replacerl by "Receive
rleclarations"
4 A semi-automatic activity is composerl of one or many manual activities anrl one or many autornaterl activities
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Figure 3 : Goals of the D ud Cheques System at the Central Bank

41 Initial svstern rnaniDulated resources determination

This step consists in gathering (in bulk) the resources manipulated by the main organizational
unit. Each resource is linked to the activity that uses or generates it. At this point, some activities
may be detected as they were previously forgotten.

4.1/ Determine the manipulated resource list
4.2/ For each resource

4.2.1/ find the activities that uses it (Uses(Activity, Resource) relationship)
4.2.2/ find the activity that generates it (Generate(Activity, Resource) relationship)

4.3/ IF (There are new activities) THEN Complete the activities list; GO TO 2/.

5/ Svstem orl!anizational units determination

Responses to the following questions allow the determination of organizational units that have
a relationship with the prospected system. An example is presented at figure 4.

5.1/ For each activity, ask the expert Ql question.

Ql : Who is driving/carrying ~ activity ?

5.2/ For each IIproduct" resource, ask the expert Q2 question.
Q2 : Who needs Pjproduct ?

5.31 For each organizational unit, identify its nature: Intemal or external.

Ql question establishes the is-responsible-of ( organizational unit, activity ) relationship
Q2 question establishes the references ( organizational unit, activity) relationship

The knowledge collected during this step will be validated later by confrontation to source
code and mapping links to the architectural components.
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Figure 4: Organizational Units requesting the D ud Cheques System of the Central Bank

IV .2. Second step: Preliminaryarchitecture of the system

This step aims at generating automatically, an initial architecture of the system ( components,
connectors). Automatic decomposition is done according to the following mles :

Initial components are :
.Program sources : Separate program files
.Data files : Their list is determined by an automatic examination of program sources.

Generally, this analysis concems declarative sections. For example, in COBOL programs,
examination concems the INPUT-OUTPUT SECTION. For PASCAL language, the analysis deals
with TYPE and V AR declarations in all programs and sub-programs. However, in some cases,
analysis of all the source code is needed, especially with languages that do not require preliminary
declarations or when external calls (intrinsics) are used.

Initial connectors are :

Connector Linked Comoonents
I Pro2ram-Pro2ram

I Program-File
~ o ram call

Declaration

ManiDulate I Program-File

At the end of this step, the component list has a low level granwarity .The final third step allow
component refinement.

IV .3. Third step: Architecture refinement

This step constructs the matrix of the figure 5. Lines contain components that correspond to
program sequences and colurnns list the automated activities. A checked cell means that the
component Cj is needed to achieve the Aj activity .

Matrix analysis allows detennination of :
.Components that implement many real world activities
.Components that do not correspond to any real world activity

.Real world activities implemented by many components

.Real world activities that are not implemented by any component

The refineroent stage consists in :
.Decoroposing coroponents that iropleroent roany activities
.Exaroining coroponents that do not correspond to any of the real world activities

.Check if they do not iropleroent a non listed activity(ies ). If so, update the activities list
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.Check if they do not correspond to obsolete functions or dead code. If so, eliminate
the component.

.Inspecting real world activities that are implemented by zero components

.Check the activity nature (Manual, Automatic )

The refinement process is stopped when :

.A real world activity is implemented by one or many components

.A component does implement only one real world activity

.There doesn't exist any component corresponding to zero activities

.There doesn't exist any activity implemented by zero components

v. The methad cantributians

The main contribution of this architectural reconstruction is to allow reasoning about the
system at a high level of abstraction. The resulting architecture permits change impact analysis and
can be used to better apprehend the system's evolution.

The relationships ("determines", "generates", etc.) between real world concepts, and mapping
links ("is-implemented-by" relationships) between real world concepts and system's components are
the key features that permit to respond to questions such as :

-Which activities contribute to goal Oi satisfaction ?
-If goal Oi evolve to goal Oj , what should be updated in the system's implementation ? What

are the involved automated activities ?
-If the content and/or the quaIity of the product Pi change, what are the required code source

modifications ?
In these cases, mapping links provide the components and connectors lists associated with the

implicated activities.

Moreover, it is possible to reason about the manual activities and plan their automation.
Besides, the recovered architecture may be used to better apprehend the implementation of Business
Process Reengineering (BPR). BPR solutions (Davenport, 90] influence considerably the activities
natures and sequences, and atTects the content and quaIity of the resources/products. This yields that
some activities, resources or products may be created, deleted or redesigned. Relationships and
mapping links, resulting from the application of our method, can support this reorganization etTort.
Architectural evolution is then done according to organisational needs.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a reverse engineering method that enables architectural
recovery of large legacy systerns. This method makes a rigorous use of human knowledge by real
world ffiodel construction and avoid the arduous and costly dornain ffiodel building. The method is
based on an information systerns meta ffiodel, layered into two levels and which summarizes the main
manipulated concepts. The method and its contributions were presented.

A first experimentation of our method was driven manual ly at the Central Bank of Tunisia, and
had proven the method usefulness. The results of the experimentation were as follows :

-An architectural description of the prospected system
-a list of old programs which were no more used
-many versionning problems identification
-and many dead code elimination
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We plan to develop a tool that proceeds to source code analysis, automatic generation of the
initial architecture, and graphical visualisation. We are investigating techniques to aid in program
slicing, to be used during the third step, when a component do implement many real world activities.
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